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”Pelle, vi kontaktar dig angående projektet ”Streaming 
her i tage: ’Fo l lowing f i les ’ in Dig i ta l Mus ic 
Distribution” (”projektet"). 

Spotify welcomes the growing interest in streaming 
media but is concerned about information it received 
regarding methods used by the group of researchers 
responsible for this project. This information suggests 
that the research group systematically violated 
Spotify’s Terms of Use by attempting to artificially 
increase plays, among other actions, and to manipulate 
Spotify’s services with the help of scripts or other 
automated processes. Spotify determines that the 
group of researchers was aware that such actions 
explicitly violate its Terms of Use and aimed to mask 
this violation by technical means.



In light of the above you are hereby asked to confirm 
by 26th of May 2017, in written form, that you have 
received this note and that the group of researchers 
has ended such actions that are in violation of Spotify’s 
Terms of Use, and that it does not intend to take up 
such actions again in the future. Note that in this 
context, violation against the Terms of Use may imply 
responsibility for possible damages resulting from this 
violation



http://streamingheritage.se

http://streamingheritage.se






nothing









”It is Spotify’s hope that the Swedish Research 
Council acts resolutely in order to ensure that 
unruly or illegal practices cease immediately. 
Spotify anticipates the Swedish Research 
Council’s immediate response.”





The Swedish Research Council allocates 
around  6,4 billion Swedish kronor (SEK) 
annually by way of grants for research, and is 
the largest state funding agency for basic 
research at Swedish universities, colleges and 
institutions. 



Anna Hörnlund, General Councel of The Swedish Research Council (VR), in Computer Sweden: 

"It happens that we get input from the 
outside of things we need to investigate, 
but I have never experienced this before.” 

- That a company tries to get VR to 
withdraw funding? 

- No. I can not say it has never happened, 
but I've never encountered it before.”



the project



http://www.cultureunbound.ep.liu.se/contents.asp?doi=10.3384/cu.2000.1525.1792 
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Spotify Teardown  
Inside the Black Box of  
Streaminng Music  
(MIT Press, 2018)



interventions







One intervention has been aimed at studying the back end of 
streaming services and different music aggregation 
processes by way of launching a record label—and self-
produced ‘music’—for research purposes.

Record Label Set Up



 

http://_open_spotify




https://www.songblocker.com/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BviZnSYNPL0
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#backaspotify





bots as informants



Bots as Informants—Gendered Music



Bots as Informants—Spotify Radio











… and yes, our bot listeners interfered with 
Spotify’s royalty system—in all perhaps 25,000 
songs were ”listened” to in the Radio loop 
experiment for example, still only equaling a few 
euros in payment …



I want to make clear that neither the aim, 
methods nor results of our project were in any 
way designed or used to cause harm to Spotify 
or any of its users—or to benefit commercially 
from non-authorized access to the service’s 
proprietary data. 



Our results do not reveal any detailed 
information about Spotify’s proprietary 
algorithms or software, or disclose information 
that might be harmful if it ends up in the hands 
of Spotify’s competitors. Our scientific research 
and its scholarly findings are not a competitive 
threat to Spotify as a company.



We have never violated the integrity of any 
Spotify user, or collected any personal data 
related to Spotify users, or illegally shared 
copyrighted content via Spotify.



ToS & digital methods



Digital humanities research is embedded in ’the digital’—and so 
are its methods, from scraping web content to the use of bots as 
research informants.
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Digital humanities research is embedded in ’the digital’—and so 
are its methods, from scraping web content to the use of bots as 
research informants.

Within scholarly communities centered on the study of the web or 
social media there is a rising awareness of the ways in which digital 
methods might be non-compliant with commercial Terms of 
Service—a discussion, I would argue, which has not yet really 
filtered out and been taken serious within the digital humanities.

ToS & digital methods



However, DH-researchers will in years to come increasingly have to 
ask themselves if their scholarly methods need to abide by ToS—
or not.  

As professor Amy Bruckman has stated, it might have profound 
scholarly consequences: ”Some researchers choose not to do a 
particular piece of work because they believe they can’t violate ToS, 
and then another researcher goes and does that same study and 
gets it published with no objections from reviewers.”

ToS & digital methods







”In summary, I am proposing: 

Reviewers should reject research done by 
violating Terms of Service (ToS), unless the 
paper contains a clear ethical justification for 
why the importance of the work justifies 
breaking the law. Reviewers’ should pro-
actively check a site’s ToS if it is not discussed 
in the paper.”







”When breaking the terms of service, we put 
up a notice specifically asking the company for 
their forbearance in the public interest. The 
current arguments we are using about public 
interest concern the ‘observability’ of 
algorithms in an approach that is sometimes 
referred to as algorithmic auditing.”



Algorithmic auditing



An emerging area of scholarly research which investigates 
algorithms ’from the outside’ testing them for problems and harms 
without the co-operation of online platform providers.  

Researchers have, for example, investigated systems that handle 
recommendations, prices, news, commenting, search—while 
examining these for individually and societally undesirable 
consequences such as racism or fraud.

Algorithmic auditing



Apart from regularly scraping and crawling platforms such as 
Facebook, Google, or Twitter, researchers have also engaged with 
critical issues such as algorithmic bias that require systematic 
approaches.  

For example, platform audit research of hotel-rating platform 
Booking.com revealed an “algorithmic system bias” based on the 
confluence of inputs and users, resulting in good reviews for bad 
hotels (Eslami 2017).  

Algorithmic auditing

Motahhare Eslami et al, “Be Careful, Things Can Be Worse Than They Appear: Understanding Biased Algorithms and Users’ Behavior around Them in Rating Platforms,”  Proceedings of the 
11th International Conference on Web and Social Media, ICWSM 2017, 62–71.



Other researchers have established fake user profiles as inputs to 
algorithms as a form of audit. One example of this work employed 
simulated users in order to detect gender bias in online advertising 
(Datta 2015). Another have conducted experiments to analyze the 
Uber surge pricing algorithm by emulating Uber accounts (Chen et. 
al. 2015)—and yet another created multiple Airbnb accounts in 
order to identify racial discrimination against Black users (Edelman 
et. al. 2017)

Algorithmic auditing

A. Datta, M.C. Tschantz, and A. Datta, “Automated Experiments on Ad Privacy Settings,” Proceedings on Privacy Enhancing Technologies 1 (2015): 92–112; L. Chen, A. Mislove, and C. Wilson, 
“Peeking Beneath the Hood of Uber,” Proceedings of the 2015 ACM Conference on Internet Measurement Conference; B.G. Edelman, M. Luca, and D. Svirsky, “Racial Discrimination in the 
Sharing Economy: Evidence from a Field Experiment,” working paper 16-069, Harvard Business School (2016).



The most consistent and prolific advocate of this kind of research is 
Christian Sandvig, who has repeatedly argued for what he calls a 
“consequentialist ethics of algorithms.”  

Together with the American Civil Liberties Union and a few 
journalists, Sandvig is currently suing the U.S. government to 
challenge the constitutionality of the Computer Fraud and Abuse 
Act (CFAA), a law that criminalizes any user activity “exceeding 
authorized access.”

Algorithmic auditing





Algorithmic auditing
In short, since research and audit tests have regularly been 
conducted in the offline world, academics should be able to 
perform them online—even if such research is non-compliant 
with ToS.



https://www.spotify.com/us/legal/end-user-agreement/ 

https://www.spotify.com/us/legal/end-user-agreement/


“not permitted for any reason whatsoever”



Three levels of jurisdiction 
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Three levels of jurisdiction 

> Research ethics

> The law

The law and ToS are two entirely different things (at least in Europe). 
ToS are not laws, they are corporate statements. And they are 
often altered by corporations.  

It should also be noted that the legal status of ToS is often 
unclear, and hence that a company’s ToS (as Spotify) does not at 
all constitute, or equal, (in our case) national Swedish law.



To Conclude—Research ethics



Research ethics

In terms of research ethics our Spotify project could hardly be 
accused of violating existing norms—since such norms do not 
really exist. As the disparity between Rogers and Bruckman makes 
clear, contemporary scholarly opinions differ.



Research ethics

Internet research ethics and its guidlines are currently being 
debated and negotiated. Some scholars argue that academics 
need to comply with ToS—others don’t.

In terms of research ethics our Spotify project could hardly be 
accused of violating existing norms—since such norms do not 
really exist. As the disparity between Rogers and Bruckman makes 
clear, contemporary scholarly opinions differ.





With the growing control of 
platforms such as Facebook, 
Spotify, or Google over the 
in f ras t ruc tu re enab l ing the 
recording and analyzing of social 
and cultural life, however, the 
question has been raised “how 
researchers are to maintain 
rigorous standards of scientific 
integrity, objectivity, accuracy, 
and so on, vis-à-vis corporate and 
government agendas that may 
run contrary to these standards.” 



”To ensure that future research 
with new tools can be carried out 
in an ethical way, we need to 
exper iment not on ly with 
methods but also with ethical 
frameworks. In order for us to find 
practices to protect research 
integrity we need to get our hands 
dirty.” 







Violating ToS is not only ethically possible, but 
might even be ethically required in some 
circumstances. 



If we abide by overly restrictive ToS, are we 
giving up the ability to reflect on systems that 
are increasingly shaping society? If we only 
work with permission of Large Corporation, 
can we ever be critical of Large Corporation? 



If the products and services of Large 
Corporation are having a profound impact, 
what is the obligation of the research 
community to understand that impact?



– thanks!

www.pellesnickars.se


